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1. Issue relevance1. Issue relevance

•• Importance of understanding Importance of understanding telepresence telepresence 
theoretically
practically

•• Lack of results on Lack of results on telepresence telepresence effectseffects
When does telepresence have a positive impact  
(in a marketing point of view) ?
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2. Concept definition2. Concept definition

• Telepresence 

• Intrinsic Motivation 
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2. Concept definition 2. Concept definition 
(cont’d)(cont’d)

Telepresence Telepresence 

“The perceptual illusion of non“The perceptual illusion of non--mediation”mediation”
(Lombard and(Lombard and DittonDitton, 1997), 1997)

Physical Physical telepresence telepresence (sense of being (sense of being ““therethere””))

Social Social telepresence telepresence (sense of interacting with (sense of interacting with 
““othersothers”” -- avatars or agents)avatars or agents)
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2. Concept definition 2. Concept definition 
(cont’d)(cont’d)

Telepresence Telepresence 

–– involvement / engagementinvolvement / engagement

–– spatial presence / physical spacespatial presence / physical space

–– judgement realness / naturalnessjudgement realness / naturalness
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2. Concept definition 2. Concept definition 
(cont’d)(cont’d)

Psychological Psychological 
effectseffects

Physiological effectsPhysiological effects

Sociological Sociological 
effectseffects

Media form Media form 
variablesvariables

Media content Media content 
variablesvariables

User’s User’s 
characteristicscharacteristics

TelepresenceTelepresence

Telepresence Telepresence 
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2. Concept definition 2. Concept definition 
(cont’d)(cont’d)

Intrinsic motivation  Intrinsic motivation  

“Intrinsically motivated activities are ones for which “Intrinsically motivated activities are ones for which 
there is there is no apparent rewardno apparent reward except the activities itself. except the activities itself. 
People seem to engage in the activities People seem to engage in the activities for their own for their own 
sakesake and not because they lead to an extrinsic reward. and not because they lead to an extrinsic reward. 
The activities are The activities are ends in themselvesends in themselves rather than rather than 
means to an end” means to an end” ((DeciDeci, 1975, p. 23), 1975, p. 23)
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2. Concept definition 2. Concept definition 
(cont’d)(cont’d)

Intrinsic motivation  Intrinsic motivation  

• Cognitive Theory : Sense of mastery and 
competence
Conditions = internal locus of causality and positive 
feedback on interaction with the environment

• Affect Theory : Excitement and enjoyment
Conditions = novelty, complexity, change and 
variability
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3. 3. Telepresence Telepresence and Intrinsic motivatioand Intrinsic motivatio

Is Is telepresencetelepresence intrinsically motivating intrinsically motivating ?

• Positive feedback ?

• Internal locus of causality ?

• Presence of specific stimuli?
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4.Consequences for 4.Consequences for telepresentelepresen
(cont’d)(cont’d)

•Performance
•Superior memory
•Positive affect
•More time spending
•Exploratory behavior

Personal 
characteristics

Situational 
variables

Intrinsic 
motivation 
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4.Consequences for 4.Consequences for telepresentelepresen
(cont’d)(cont’d)

Exploratory ConsumerExploratory Consumer Behavior Behavior 

“those activities involved in the buying process which “those activities involved in the buying process which 
are are intrinsically motivatedintrinsically motivated and whose primary and whose primary 
purpose is purpose is to adjust actual stimulationto adjust actual stimulation obtained from obtained from 
the environment the environment or through internal means to a or through internal means to a 

satisfactory level”satisfactory level”
(Baumgartner and Steenkamp, 1996, P.124)

Optimal stimulation level = moderate level of Optimal stimulation level = moderate level of 
stimulation in order to function effectively stimulation in order to function effectively ((DeciDeci, 1975), 1975)
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4.Consequences for 4.Consequences for telepresentelepresen
(cont’d)(cont’d)

Exploratory ConsumerExploratory Consumer Behavior Behavior 

••Experience acquisition of products (EAP)Experience acquisition of products (EAP)
“the sensory stimulation in purchasing risky and “the sensory stimulation in purchasing risky and 
innovative products”innovative products”

••Experience information seeking (EIS)Experience information seeking (EIS)
““the cognitive stimulation in acquiring consumption the cognitive stimulation in acquiring consumption 
relevant knowledge”relevant knowledge”

(Baumgartner and (Baumgartner and SteenkampSteenkamp, 1996) , 1996) 
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4.Consequences for 4.Consequences for telepresentelepresen
(cont’d)(cont’d)

••Buying unfamiliar Buying unfamiliar 
and/or innovative and/or innovative 
productsproducts

••Seeking variety in Seeking variety in 
product choicesproduct choices

••Effort to change Effort to change 
buying experiencebuying experience

••Browsing and window Browsing and window 
shoppingshopping

••Enjoying having Enjoying having 
product informationproduct information

EISEIS

EAPEAP

Intrinsically Intrinsically 
motivating motivating 

activityactivity

TelepresencTelepresenc
ee

Exploratory Exploratory 
Consumer Consumer 
BehaviorBehavior
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5. Discussion
Ethical perspective in enhancing telepresence

5. Discussion5. Discussion
Ethical perspective in enhancing Ethical perspective in enhancing telepresencetelepresence

Is telepresence necessarily a good thing 
?

Is 

For the consumer ?

Is telepresencetelepresence necessarily a good thing necessarily a good thing 
??

For the consumer ?For the consumer ?
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